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4.7 By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge 
and skills needed to promote sustainable development, 
including, among others, through education for 
sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, 
human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture 
of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and 
appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s 
contribution to sustainable development

SDG 4
Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and 
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
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• It stands on many foundations, with an emphasis on 
how they inter-connect and support each other:

• Focus on the role, relevance and content of education

universal principles: human rights, inclusions, gender 
equality, non-discrimination, participation, 
empowerment, non-violence and respect for all

transformative, needs action at the local level and 
should be contextualized to help build peaceful and 
sustainable societies
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Source: UNESCO (2015). Global Citizenship Education: Topics and Learning Objectives. Paris: UNESCO.

Core conceptual dimensions of global citizenship education
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Barriers to global citizenship education

• Legacy of the current 

education system

• Outmoded curricula and 

learning materials

• Lack of teacher capacity

• Inadequate focus on values

• Lack of GCED leadership
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Students can be equipped to actively and collectively address 
and resolve issues and challenges within and beyond their 

own environment

Enhance capacity of teachers to transmit appropriate and 
relevant knowledge and skills about global citizenship

GCED is about what students learn just as much as

how they learn
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South Asia: Bhutan, India, Sri Lanka
Southeast Asia: Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand
East Asia: China, Japan, Republic of Korea

• Increase knowledge of GCED among teacher educators, 
teachers and school leaders

• Enhance capacity of teacher educators and teachers to 
deliver GCED contents

• Strengthen school leaders’ capacity in supporting and 
implementing GCED in their institutions

The objectives
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The strategies
Increase knowledge of GCED among teacher educators, teachers and 
school leaders

• Map GCED elements
• Online portal and forum 

knowledge sharing

Enhance capacity of teacher educators and teachers to deliver GCED 
contents

• Develop modules/manuals for teacher 
education and training 

• Pilot test modules/manuals

• Training of trainers

capacity building

institutionalizing and 
mainstreaming into 
curriculum

Strengthen school leaders’ capacity in supporting and implementing GCED in 
their institutions

• Increase awareness and capacity of 
school leadership
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National mapping results

Component 1: Knowledge sharing
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GCED activities of key partner institutions

Component 1: Knowledge sharing
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Component 2: Capacity building
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Component 3: School leadership
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Objectives

 Provide an overview and key milestones of the project

 Identify and discuss the key issues facing teacher educators,

teachers and school leaders in embedding and integrating

GCED into their curriculum and teaching practices

 Develop the scope and framework for the template, including

contents, pedagogies and resources, etc.

 Establish a core group of experts and resource persons to

develop the template

 Identify country teams and formulate action plans at the

national level, including roles, tasks, timelines, etc.
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Expected outcomes

 Increased understanding of GCED content 

and pedagogy

 Core group of experts and resource persons 

established, with clear roles and tasks

 Framework for template developed

 Country teams established with clear roles 

and tasks

 Action plans and timeframe developed
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 An enjoyable and productive meeting

 Strong network established

 Commitment to work together

 Friendship developed

Very welcomed outcomes
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Thank you

Lay Cheng Tan, UNESCO Bangkok, lc.tan@unesco.org

mailto:lc.tan@unesco.org

